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Model Input Sheet

Directions: populate model by filling in appropriate data in Column D, "Model Assumptions" in yellow.  
Sample data which can be used as starting point is supplied in columns E-G, along with sample data source notes
(Note: if copying and pasting from columns E-G into column D, it is recommended to use "paste values" to preserve formatting)
It is recommended that you over-write Column H, "Notes", with notes on inputs appropriate to the specific customer involved
ROI summary is provided on "Summary" tab; interim ROI calculations can be viewed by clicking appropriate tab

Name of firm modeled All
Individual performing modelling Name
Date Date

Sample Assumptions for:
Assumptions 
used in Model

Premier 
website

Fortune 500 
firm

Service 
Provider Notes

Revenue Enhancement
Website transactions

# monthly engaged visitors to website 50,000
Jupiter Media Metrics: Top10 retailers log 4m+ unique visitors/mo (Amazon, CDNow, Sears, Apple, Dell); Best 
Buy Oct '00 got 100K unique visitors/wk

Average revenue per purchase $50.00 Source: Zona -- online buyers spend on average $161/month
Overall abandonment for non-connectivity reasons 40% Source: TeleChoice 
Abandonment rate due to performance without VENDOR 10% Source: TeleChoice 
Abandonment rate due to performance with VENDOR 2% Source: TeleChoice 
Gross margin percent 25% Assumption

Website ad revenues
Monthly unique visitors to website 500,000

Jupiter Media Metrics: top 10 ad sites log 700K+ impressions/mo.; 
NYTimes,B&N,eBay,Juno,About.com,Netscape…

Average pages viewed per visit with VENDOR 7 Source: Rule of thumb, Zona -- average download time of 9.9 sec for typical 50 KB opening page
Average pages viewed per visit without VENDOR 4

Source: Zona -- bailout rates per page shown to go from 30% down to 8% due to one-second reduction in load 
time

Banner ads per page 1 Assumption
Revenue per banner ad impression $0.03 Source: industry expert interviews

Website subscription revenue
Baseline number of subscribers 0

Assumption; note: don't expect many of these; even WSJ.com doesn't show up in Jupiter Med. Metrics' top 50 
sites

Average monthly subscription revenue $10 Assumption
Monthly churn (%) without VENDOR 3.0% Source: Own experience in service provider business plus industry expert interviews
Monthly churn (%) with VENDOR 2.5% Source: Own experience in service provider business
Contribution margin (%) 75% Source: Own experience in service provider business

Website lead generation
# potential monthly leads generated from website 1,000                 1,000              Source: Own experience in enterprise software marketing
Abandonment rate due to connectivity without VENDOR 5% 5% Assumption: Less than with consumer site, prospects have greater vested interest in continuing
Abandonment rate due to connectivity with VENDOR 2% 2% Source: industry expert interviews
lead closure rate 1% 1% Source: Own experience in enterprise software marketing
Average revenue per purchase $150,000 $150,000 Source: Own experience in enterprise software marketing
Gross margin percent 75% 75% Source: Own experience in enterprise software marketing

Bandwidth
Improved Bandwidth Utilization

Total first-mile bandwidth provisioned in MB/sec (w/out VENDOR) 100 100 100 Source: Telechoice paper; note this corresponds to just over 2 DS-3s, not an overly aggressive amount
Monthly cost for first-mile connectivity in MB/sec $500 $500 $500 Source: Boardwatch, based on T-3 and OC-3 pricing (see bandwidth pricing worksheet)
% bandwidth utilization rate without VENDOR 60% 60% 60% Source: Telechoice paper; confirmed through industry expert interviews
% bandwidth utilization rate with VENDOR 80% 80% 80% Source: Telechoice paper; confirmed through industry expert interviews

Bandwidth provider arbitrage
Price for premium-cost connectivity in MB/sec $675 $675 $675 Source: Boardwatch, based on price premium associated with burstable traffic (see bwidth pricing sheet)
% of traffic hitting price premiums without VENDOR 20% 20% 20% Assumption
% of traffic hitting price premiums with VENDOR 5% 5% 5% Assumption

SLA Management
Number of minor SLA breaches per month 0.5 0.5 0.5 Source: expert interviews
% of breaches detected without VENDOR 0% 0% 0% Source: expert interviews
% of breaches detected with VENDOR 100% 100% 100% Assumption
% of monthly bill discount for minor service level breach 3% 3% 3% Source: expert interviews, TeleChoice

Hardware costs
Hardware costs as % of total network 35% 35% 35% Source: rule of thumb.  Concept confirmed through expert interviews but not amount

Operational Efficiencies
IT Helpdesk costs

Monthly network performance complaint calls w/out VENDOR 50 0 50 Source: TeleChoice
Monthly network performance complaint calls with VENDOR 10 0 10 Source: TeleChoice
Cost of fielding helpdesk call $25 $25 $20 ave cost to handle service request - source: Help Desk Institute (via Sevcik's paper)
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Assumptions 
used in Model

Premier 
website

Fortune 500 
firm

Service 
Provider Notes

IT diagnosis costs
Number of "sizable" problems to diagnose per day 1 1 Source: expert interviews
Network engr hrs to diagnose sizable problem without VENDOR 1 1 Source: expert interviews
Network engr hrs to diagnose sizable problem with VENDOR 0 0 Source: expert interviews
Hourly cost of network engineer $110 $110 $110/hr => $229K/year; According to IDC, average fully loaded IS staff cost of $225/year

Knowledge worker productivity
Average daily application accesses among affected workers 20 0 20 Assumption
Time savings per application access (sec) with VENDOR 2 2 Assumption
Hourly (billing) rate of affected worker $200 $200 Assumption
Contribution margin 25% 25% If billing rate, set to contribution margin -- if cost of worker, set to 100%
# of affected workers in organization 500 500 Total number of workers for whom calculation should apply (e.g. road warriors, billable workers, etc)

Call Center 
Nominal calls agent can take per hour 8 8 8 Source: Own industry helpdesk experience, Current Analysis, expert interviews
Application access time savings per call (sec) 0 0 0 Source: Current Analysis
Hourly calls coming in across organization 20,000 20,000 20,000 20K calls per hour is about size of an AT&T wireless helpdesk; source: industry expert interviews
Hours per day call center in operation 8 8 8 Assumption
Hourly cost of call center agent $60 $60 $60 Source: industry expert interviews

Website self-help abandonment
# website self-help attempts per month 500,000 500,000 500,000 Source: expert interviews: reasonable to assume 1:4 or 1:5 ratio - website self-help to all calls
Abandonment rate without VENDOR 5% 5% 5%  Assumption, validated though expert interviews 
Abandonment rate with VENDOR 2% 2% 2%  Assumption, validated though expert interviews 
% of website abandoners who call helpdesk 20% 20% 20%  Assumption, validated though expert interviews 
Cost of website self-help attempt $0.10 $0.10 $0.10 Source: own helpdesk experience, validated through expert interviews

Service provider management
Network engineers managing service provider multi-homing 1 1 1 Assumption
% of engineers' time spent on multi-homing 25% 25% 25% Assumption
Efficiency factor gained through VENDOR 50% 50% 50% Assumption
Fully loaded annual cost of network engineer $225,000 $225,000 $225,000 Source: IDC

Differentiated services
Revenue protection via churn reduction

Baseline number of customers 250 Source: expert interviews, target approx. $25m/year service provider
Average monthly revenue of customers $100,000 Source: expert interviews
Monthly churn rate, % without VENDOR 1.5% Source: expert interviews
Monthly churn rate, % with VENDOR 1.2% Assumption
Contribution margin % 75% Source: expert interviews

Premium service offering
% signing up for platinum service 3% Source: expert interviews
Average monthly revenue of platinum customers $150,000 Source: expert interviews, reasonable to expect 25% price premium for this level of service
Contribution margin % for premium service 75% Source: expert interviews

Solution Cost
Cost of VENDOR Solution $750,000 $1,000,000 $750,000 $750,000

ROI Overview
3-year ROI, % 333%
Payback Period, Months 8                        

Notes:
In sample data, "Premier website" modeled after top 10-20 retailer, e.g. CDNow, Barnes & Noble
In sample data, "Fortune 500 Firm" modeled after leading B2B enterprise, e.g. HP, Cisco
In sample data, "Service Provider" modeled after top 10 ASP/ISP e.g. AboveNet, Globix (now part of MFN), Corio, USi
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VENDOR ROI Model
Summary Sheet

Monthly 
contribution

Annual 
contribution

ROI Components
Revenue protection or enhancement $33,750 $405,000
Bandwidth savings $21,286 $255,437
Operational efficiencies $35,097 $421,165
Differentiated service contribution $0 $0

Total $90,133 $1,081,602

Cost of CLIENT solution $750,000.00

Firm Modeled All

ROI calcuation
3-year ROI, % 333%
Payback Period, Months 8
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Revenue enhancing or protecting ROI elements

with VENDOR without VENDOR Comments/explanation
Transactions conducted on public website

# monthly engaged visitors to website 0 0
Average revenue per purchase $0.00 $0.00 Not all engaged visitors turn into purchasers
Abandonment rate due to non-connectivity reasons 0% 0% Most abandonment not connectivity-related (offer, etc)
Abandonment rate due to connectivity 0% 0% Fewer users within abandonment threshold
Overall abandonment rate 0% 0%
Monthly lost revenue $0.00 $0.00
Gross margin percent 0% 0%
Gross margin lost $0.00 $0.00

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0.00

Ad-based revenues on public website
Monthly unique visitors to website -                       -                      
Average pages veiwed per visit -                       -                      Longer visits if refreshes faster, more consistent
Banner ads per page -                       -                      
Revenue per banner ad impression $0.00 $0.00
Banner ad impressions per month $0 $0 Assumes one impression per ad per page
Monthly ad revenue $0 $0

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0

Subscription-based revenues on public website
Baseline number of subscribers -                       -                      
Average monthly subscription revenue $0.00 $0.00
Monthly churn (%) 0% 0% Slow, inconsistent refreshes lead to higher churn
Contribution margin (%) 0% 0%
Monthly opportunity cost of churned customers $0 $0

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0

Lead generation via public website
# potential monthly leads generated from website 1,000                   1,000                  
Abandonment rate 2% 5% Abandonment threshold, better impression of co.
# actual monthly leads generated from website 980 950
lead closure rate 1% 1% % of all leads into website that turn into sales
Average revenue per purchase $150,000 $150,000
Revenue from website leads $1,470,000 $1,425,000
Gross margin percent 75% 75%
Gross margin contribution $1,102,500 $1,068,750

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $33,750

Total monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $33,750.00
Total annual economic contribution of VENDOR $405,000.00
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Bandwidth cost savings elements of ROI calculation

with VENDOR without VENDOR Comments/explanation
First mile savings - bandwidth utilization Less need to overprovision to achieve same throughput

Total first-mile bandwidth provisioned in Mbps (w/out VENDOR) NA 100 Current provisioning level, includes overprovisioning
% bandwidth utilization rate 80% 60%
Actual throughput rate in Mbps 60.0                      60.0                    Actual bandwidth used
Required bandwidth provisioned to realize throughput 75.0                      100.0                  Required bandwidth if less need to overprovision
Monthly cost for first-mile connectivity in Mbps $500 $500 Assumes pricing scales linearly
Total bandwidth costs across organization $37,500 $50,000

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $12,500

Bandwidth provider efficiency Less frequently exceed SLA pricing thresholds
Monthly rate for standard first-mile connectivity in Mbps $500 $500 "Standard" connectivity pricing from ISP
Monthly rate for premium-priced first-mile connectivity in Mbps $675 $675 "Premium" pricing (e.g. if you go over thresholds)
% of traffic hitting price premiums 5% 20%
Weighted average cost of bandwidth in Mbps $509 $535
Total first-mile bandwidth required throughout organization 75.0                      100.0                  Takes into account less first-mile overprovisioning
Total first-mile bandwidth costs $38,156 $53,500

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $15,344 Total: improved utlization plus bandwidth provider efficiency

Improved SLA management Calculates refunds due to SLA breaches by SP
Number of minor SLA breaches per month 0.5 0.5
% of breaches detected 100% 0%
% of monthly bill discount for minor service level breach 3% 3%
Average monthly bill $38,156 $53,500
Potential monthly SLA credits obtained for minor breaches $572 $0

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $572

Hardware cost savings Smaller network saves hardware, e.g. DSUs, routers
Hardware costs as % of total network costs 35% 35%
Monthly hardware costs associated with first mile connectivity $13,355 $18,725

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $5,370

Total monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $21,286.41 1st mile savings and b'width efficiency already totaled in line 20
Total annual economic contribution of VENDOR $255,436.88
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Operational efficiency elements of ROI model

with VENDOR without VENDOR Comments/explanation

IT Helpdesk Internal helpdesk calls
Complaint calls per month - poor network performance 10 50 Better network performance yields fewer calls
Cost of fielding helpdesk call $25 $25
Cost of fielding complaint calls - poor network performance $250 $1,250

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $1,000

Network engineering diagnosis costs
Number of "sizable" problems to diagnose per day 1                          1                         Only sizable problems are worth considering
Network engineer hours to diagnose problem 0 1 Improved visibility cuts time to diagnose problems
Hourly cost of network engineer $110 $110
Cost of diagnosing single network problem $0 $110
Days per month 22                        22                       
Cost of diagnosing required reported network problems $0 $2,420

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $2,420

Knowledge worker productivity Best used for billable time, etc
Average daily application accesses among affected workers 20 20
Time savings per application access (sec) 2 0
Hourly (billing) rate of affected worker $200 $200 Could be billing rate or purely payroll cost 
Contribution margin 25% 25% % of line 23 applied to economic contribution
Value of time saved per knowledge worker per day $0.56 $0.00
# of affected workers in organization 500 500
Total value of time saved per month $8,333 $0 Assumes 30 day month

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $8,333

Call Center Productivity Assumes agents access CRM apps over Internet
Nominal calls agent can take per hour 8 8
Application access time savings per call (sec) 0 0
Nominal time per call (min) 7.5 7.5
Actual time per call (min) 7.5 7.5 Faster CRM access leads to shorter call times
Actual calls agent can take per hour 8 8
Hourly calls coming in across organization 20,000                 20,000                
Call center agents required across organization 2,500                   2,500                  
Hourly cost of call center agent $60 $60
Total call center costs per hour $150,000 $150,000
Hours per day call center in operation 8                          8                         
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Call center working days per month 22                        22                       
Total call center costs per month $26,400,000 $26,400,000

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0

Website self-help abandonment Better web response means fewer abandon and call
# website self-help attempts per month 500,000               500,000              
Abandonment rate due to network performance 2% 5% Customers abandon website when performance poor
Successful website self-help attempts per month 490,000               475,000              
Cost of website self-help attempt $0.10 $0.10
Total cost of website self-help attempts $49,000.00 $47,500.00
% of website abandoners who call helpdesk 20% 20% Only some abandoners pick up phone and call
Additional calls sent to call center 2,000                   5,000                  
Cost per helpdesk call $7.50 $7.50 Assumes helpdesk economics calculated above
Total cost of additional helpdesk calls $15,000.00 $37,500.00
Total monthly cost of self-help plus additional helpdesk calls $64,000.00 $85,000.00

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $21,000.00

Service Provider Management Costs
Network engineers managing service provider multi-homing 1 1 Personnel resp. for multi-homing large network
% of engineers' time spent on multi-homing 25% 25% Not all of engineers' time spent on multi-homing
Network engineer FTEs managing SP multi-homing 0.25 0.25
Efficiency factor gained through VENDOR 50% 0%
FTEs necessary to manage service provider multi-homing 0.125 0.25
Fully loaded annual cost of network engineer $225,000 $225,000
Fully loaded monthly cost of network engineer $18,750.00 $18,750.00
Total cost of FTEs managing service provider multi-homing $2,343.75 $4,687.50

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $2,343.75

Total monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $35,097.08
Total annual economic contribution of VENDOR $421,165.00
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Differentiated service offering elements of ROI model (for service providers)

with VENDOR without VENDOR Comments/explanation

Revenue protection Reduction in churn due to better service
Baseline number of customers 0 0
Average monthly revenue of customers $0 $0
Monthly churn rate, % 0.0% 0.0% Lower churn when better performance provided
Contribution margin % 0% 0%
Monthly opportunity costs of churned customers $0.0 $0.0

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0.0

Platinum service
Baseline number of customers 0 0
Average monthly revenue of baseline customers $0 $0
% signing up for platinum service 0% 0% Assume this is enabling factor in platinum service
Average monthly revenue of platinum customers $0 $0
Contribution margin % 0% 0%
Margin contribution of platinum customers $0 $0 Only calculates incremental margin contribution

Monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0

Total monthly economic contribution of VENDOR $0.00
Total annual economic contribution of VENDOR $0.00
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Bandwidth pricing worksheet
Approx. monthly prices based on 2-year average commitment, setup costs not included
Source: Boardwatch magazine, Spring 2001

Leased line average pricing 
Provider Line Mbps Monthly price Mo price/Mbps
Worldcom T-1 1.5             1,800$              1,165.80$         
Sprint OC-12 622.0         340,000$          546.62$            

OC-3 155.0         90,000$            580.65$            
T-3 45.0           32,000$            711.11$            (burstable, top tier)
T-1 1.5             1,400$              906.74$            (sold in multi-packs)

AT&T OC-48 2,488.0      800,000$          321.54$            
OC-12 622.0         200,000$          321.54$            
OC-3 155.0         70,000$            451.61$            
T-3 45.0           25,000$            555.56$            
T-1 1.5             1,900$              1,230.57$         

Cable & Wireless OC-12 622.0         280,000$          450.16$            
OC-3 155.0         81,000$            522.58$            
T-3 45.0           28,000$            622.22$            
T-1 1.5             1,100$              712.44$            

Qwest OC-48 2,488.0      1,590,000$       639.07$            
OC-12 622.0         340,000$          546.62$            
OC-3 155.0         85,000$            548.39$            
T-3 45.0           25,000$            555.56$            
T-1 1.5             1,300$              841.97$            (sold in multi-packs)

XO OC-3 155.0         52,000$            335.48$            
T-3 45.0           21,000$            466.67$            
T-1 1.5             1,000$              647.67$            

Average OC-48 2,488.0      1,195,000$       480.31$            
OC-12 622.0         290,000$          466.24$            
OC-3 155.0         75,600$            487.74$            
T-3 45.0           26,200$            582.22$            
T-1 1.5             1,417$              917.53$            

Fractional to burstable relative monthly price increase

Line Mbps Fractional price Burstable price
% 
premium

Sprint T-3 24 15,000$            21,000$            40%
36 27,000$            32,400$            20%

AT&T T-3 25 15,105$            29,498$            95%
40 22,278$            29,498$            32%

Cable & Wireless OC-3 100 57,060$            70,380$            23%
155 81,180$            94,500$            16%

T-3 21 14,647$            19,845$            35%
45 27,900$            36,900$            32%

XO T-3 24 15,960$            23,228$            46%
Average 38%
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